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Welcome 'back
. .' \. . .
10. ASBSU President TJ. Thomson says, "Coffee, try it again for
the first time." Leave it to TJ. to improve America's relations with
Columbia!
9. Buster Bronco, he's just a mascot, not an expression!
8. Student Programs Board Director Cori Barerra promises an
exciting to year. Lobby her now to bring Sigfried and Roy Clark to
campus. "Ah'rn a plucking the guecetar!" "And I am making the ze
tigers disappear!"
7. Even Congressman Helen Chenoweth would have to agree
that Boise is warm enough for a tropical guy like me.
6. BSU is the only one of Idaho's universities whose football
team doesn't play in a potato cellar.
5. The intramural field, just south of the tennis courts, has recent-
ly had its status upgraded from Sarejevo to downtown Beirut. If all
goes according to plan the field will soon have fewer holes than
Interstates 15"and 84 combined.
4. BSU President Charles Ruch doesn't insist on being called
Senor Generalissimo, although he's one of a few men who could
wear that title well.
3. The SUB is a certified E-Coli free zone! Support Local #432
of the American Freedom Fighters Union.
2. Rumor has it the new classroom building secretly houses an
entrance to the Bat-Cave.
1. $1,050 worth of administrative fees
doesn't really qualify as tuition, anyway.
Even though classes have barely begun, we here at theArbiter have already been doing a lot of homework.
Our two Summer issues helped iron out some kinks, and
we've been working like mad to get this first weekly issue
to the streets.
Ihaveto say that so far, I'm pretty happy with theresults. In Sports, editor Terry Christensen has pre-
pared a mammoth preview of the Big West Conference,
'with a team-by-team breakdown and some prognostication.
Arts Editor Mary Doherty shares with you some of the fun-
ner aspects of her job, like talking to Kelly Deal one after-
noon. News Editor Kelly Millington has organized three
articles that will highlight some of the recent and upcoming
changes on campus- the renovated food court, a new off-
campus college bookstore and President Ruch's outlook on
the institution. And as usual, Out Of Doors editor Clint
Miller will share opportunities for enjoying our stretches of
wilderness, and the concerns that go with it. And last but
certainly not least, RJ. Grooms continues to develop a
strong design concept, one that I think will only get better.
T ike you, we will learn from our experiences, and
.Lmake changes where necessary, but what we really
need is some feedback from you, our readers. Please let us
know what you think about the articles, the new look, or
anything we might be missing. And oh yeah, get to work.
JC
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PageMaker 6.5
$19995
Illustrator 7.0
$14995Photoshop 4.0
$27995 Upgrade today. for just $9995 ;
-fbe Bookstore Now Sells Adobe Upgrades I
at Super Savings ~
.1 Weekly Academic
! Planners 7997-7998
~ • Imprinted with traditional or
1 contemporary BSU designsi .Spiral binding
! LOW. low price
E 95! of only $4
l
~
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1 Clip Board,
! Newsprint, & Band
~ • Sturdy board with two clips
~ • 18" x 24" rough newsprint pad
! 99
j only $7
Adobelllustrator 7.0
PageMili 2.0
$4995
Acrobat 3.0
$4995
Vinyl Binder
• One inch
• Non-Imprinted
• Assorted colors
• Heavy g
We carry a COMPLETE LINE of Adobe. products at academic
prices. They're the same complete software packages sold
elsewhere but at.LQW EDUCATIONAL PRICESI '
The Adobe Software shown above Is available for Macintosh or Windows
Corel
Wordperfect 8.0
$4900
Communicate, Collaborate,
Connect to the World!
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Corel WordPerfect Suite 8 presents the world's most powerful suite of appli-
, cations: Corel WordPerfect, Quattro Pro 8 Spreadsheet, Presentations 8.
Central 8 plus Photo House Photo Editing, Netscape Navigator, 10,000
Clipart Images, 1,000 Fonts & 200 Photos and Envoy 7 Viewer!
Dummies" Books
A Reference for the
Rest of Us!
Quick Reference books to get
you started. No need to use
complicated manuals
anymore.
Get The Most
Out Of
Your Software!
The Bookstore is your source for the most up-to-
date, informative computer books, all at
stqntficantsavtnqs.
Don't waste any more time searching for the hot-selling titles.
We carry a large selection to support your classes at BSUI
Grumbacher Paints a
• Huge selection to choose from
• Many styles and colors Compare- Ct¥tdt SevveA
Paints $219 to $1099
Brushes $295 to $1255
Phone: 208/385-1559 • 1-800-,992-8398 '. Fax: 208/38'5-3401 .
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1 HP 108
! Financial Calculator
i .Affordable
I!lI!J 1 • Easy to learn and use! . ~.Over 100 functions for business, financial,. ~ mathematical, and statistics calculations~;;:==:; 1 • Intuitive keyboard with easy-to-read labels
,. Fast solutions $3695
Computer Disks
Universal Brand/Generic Brand
·3.5 disks
• High density:. "I,• Mac or DOS format
.. lO-P~~IY $297 per box '
Diskette Storage Case !
~~J:~g~~:dW~::~99¢ I
now only 49C 1:----------------
1
1
1
>1
1
1
Look it up...
------- -- Dietiona ries at
now only
$1699
American
Heritage
Dictionary
Reg.
$599
now
$479
•.:\.\ I E 1<1 l'.\:'\
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164" ..
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.Merriam
Webster
Dictionary
I HP 48GX Graphic
1 Calculator
~ 0 Expandable!
i 0 Customizable with plus-in cards
1 • 128 KB of RAMbuilt-in
i 0 Includes 300 standard, scientific and
~ engineering equations
i 0 Serial port links HP 48GX to Macintosh or
1 Windows computers via RS-232 interface
i The most powerful graphic calculator
. for engineering students
and professionals
Football Sweatshirt
by Gear for Sports
o Design features Buster Bronco
o 80% cotton, 20% Polyester
was.$339S
nowonlyS2995
XXLReg. $35.95 now only $31.95
Also available in a T-Shirt
Reg. $149S
nowonly$1295
XXLReg. $15.95. now only $13.95
Official 1997
Football T-Shirt
o Small front football design and full back
design featuring the new stadium
expansion
• 100% cotton ash $1195
all sizes
L__~__~~_~ ~ ~~ ~_~
Internet Address: http://bsu_bkst.id~suoedu E-Mail: bookma.ster@bsu_bkst.idbsu.edu
- .
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Happy Thoughts for your first week
being called out by broadcasters from the big three net- Pavilion and the Morrison Center are becoming less
,,_.,.works, even ESPN orCNNSI, are slim. ---<1ttractive venues for concerts.
Boise now gets to host the Big West bowl game, WhY? Well, it's difficult to do anything more thanonly after the old host city decided it could get its tap your feet at the Morrison Center, and the
dollars worth from hosting the event. The.Big West cham- Pavilion sacrifices coziness that some bands find neces-
pion will meet an at-large team, because the Middle sary, plus it's hard to find 5,000 or more people who arc
America Conference decided it didn't want to play the genuinely entertained by bands that like to set their road-
Big West, on December 29. ies on fire.
Boise = Big Time? There's a 30,000 seat stadium A Iso there's a slight detail that can be found at thethat needs to be filled, an indoor arena that's very ~ottom of some concerts advertising; "All ages
empty and a performance center that might soon find show. Full bar with 1.0." As long as the campus remains,
itself a venue without applause. BSU used to be the kid reasonably dry, you can bet your bottom dollarthat con-
with the biggest and brightest toys on the block. Bronco certs with that disclaimer will be playing anywhere bUI
athletics used to be the only ticket iii town, but now their campus.
are other sweaty people vying for Idahoan's money. It walks like tuition, smells like tuition, but it's a duck
Minor league hockey and basketball are coming to the and it's getting bigger. Student fees, i.e. that thing
area. Most sports fans arc going have a hard time getting you get hilled for that looks like tuition hut supposedly
their entertainment dollar to stretch its way back to cam- isn't, this year was nearly a hundred dollars more than it
pus. was last year. And it got bigger last year, and the year
Sporting events aren't the only migrating events. before that, and the year before that. Earlier this yearLagwagon, the Flecktones, Kenny Wayne State Board of Education member Jerry Hess of Nampa
Shepherd, Sheryl Crow, ZZ Top, Zigg'y Marley, Kenny said he wouldn't vote for fee increases again, "simply
Loggins, and the Allman Brothers Band; guess how many because the [Idaho] Constitution is supposed to guarantee
of the aforementioned musical acts are going to' play on' free education for students," College students s~lOuld elect
the BSU campus? Here's a hint: the numeral that's the that man humanitarian of the year .
correct answer is also the numeral that most resembles a Here'S another thought: the next young politico with
doughnut. his eyes on the ASBSU ought to promise to fight
W
ith the opening of the Bank of America Centre fee increases to the bitter end. That's one way to genuine-
and the re-opening of the Union Block, the Iy endear himself to his peers.
by Asencion Ramirez
Opinion Editor
T
hings have hap, pc,ned and choices have been made
in the last few years that will greatly affect any
course BSU hopes to chart. How BSU comes through into
in the new millenium will be a direct reflection of the
work of administrators, state officials and student leaders.
While there arc things that can happen out of the blue,
like wealthy benefactors quietly donating millions and
millions of dollars without strings attached, there arc
other happenings the bear close watching and examina-
tion.
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Big West, Big Deal? BSU is one of 112 schoolsfielding a football team at the Division I-A level.
The move carries good and bad connotations. BSU now
has more scholarship money with which to go after more
high school and ju~ior college athletes, but it also has to
compete against 112 other schools who have their eycs on
those same prize ~thlctc,s._,.~uring those athletes to com-
pete in Boise is a difficult task at best.
. The school can also market athletic events to larger
television audiences, The question is, "Who wants
to watch?" There will be 56 football games played on
most Saturdays during the season, of those 56 few will
appeal to major networks and the chances of BSU's name
"Cashier;s"offi"ce"makes"ilils"iakc"o"ii""fee"day""
by Josh Costen
Editor in Chief
I
n all my years as a BSU student, I havealmost
invariably waited until the last day to pay my fees.
Like hundreds of other students, I usually show up at the
Ad building in the middle of the afternoon and get in line
to pay, knowing I'll be stuck in line for :I while.
And every time I stood there in line with all the, .' other procrastinators, I would mentally kick
myself cvcrv time somebody walked by me over to the
ea:~hier's office drop slot and stuck in the official return
envelope that comes to students with their bills for the
upcoming semester. I would stand there in the August
heat in a crowded hallway and watch as other people,
who ohviouslv had it a lot more together than me, would
jusl breeze in "and out, like it was just a little errand,
instead of a black hole of an afternoon, like it always was
for me.
T
his year, though. was different, for a nt,lmber of.rca-
sons. Scholarship money meant I had a zero bal-
ance, so all I had to do was take the hill to the cashier's
office and drop it off. I didn't have to pay, so I didn't
have to get in line, either. Ijust had to get my signed hill
into the hands of the administration. A perfect occasion, I
remembered one day with a pleasant surprise, for the
good old drop slot.
Yes, now I would be one of those who waltzed in,nodded politely to the people in line, dropped the
envelope into the slot and walked off with a smile on my
face. It would he great. It would take five ~inutes.
Iwas very impressed with myself.
I
Showed up at the Ad building at 4:30 p.m., August
14th and walked up the stairs. This would be easy,
and fast, and I would be on my way home. When I got to
the top of the stairs, Iwas glad I had remembered the
drop slot. The entire hallway, from the cashier's door all
the way back to the glass doors of the payroll office, was
one big breathing, sweating mass of humanity. II was hot,
like 100 degrees or more, and muggy as hell. I hadn't
seen aline like this since freshman registration. II was
just downright ugly.
My heart went out to all those people stuck in line.It was, without a doubt, the longest fcc payment
line I had ever seen. I pardoned my way through the
crowd, and made it over to the drop slot.
I froze.
There was silver duct tape covering the slot. and alarge, handwritten note taped to the wall read: "Do
not usc." I looked around at all the people, suddenly feel-
ing very small, and realized I shared their fate. I had no
choice. I got in line.
But which line? There were four of them, two goingdown the hall and two coming back up. Thinking I
might be lucking out, Ijoined onto the line that ended
halfway down the hall. lt took over an hour to get to the
end of the hall and hack to the cashier's office door. Then,
I realized with horror what the two lines meant: one line
was leading straight into the cashiers office, while the
other one was making a U-turn back to the end of the
hallway. These were not two separate lines, but one long
spiral, and I was smack dab in the middle of it.
I
was not even halfway through the line. Now, with
the envelope in my hand wet and soft from my grip,
my stomach rumbling and my meter expired, I got angry.
At first, I had been bewildered, and had humbly ambled
in line with everybody else. But now - now I was
pissed.
Afew moments later, Iwas explaining my situation,that Iwas going to use the slot, and so on, to
another person standing in line.
As Iwas talking, a short; curly-haired lady waswalking through the crowd, and she stopped and
looked up at me. When Iwas done complaining about the
lack of dropoff service, she said "No, we're not doing that
today." She was wearing a BSLJ name tag, hut I didn't get
to read it in time. I stared straight at her and said "Yeah, I
know. WHY NOT?"
She didn't answer me. Instead, she turned and driftedinto the crowd. Our student "fees" paid for that fine
piece of customer service. I want a refund.
1'-....T(tw J was really steamed. On top of everything,
1~someone in the cashier's office gives me altitude,
virtually insulling my intelligence, instead of maybe
explaining to me why I'm stuck in the heat, half soaked in
sweat. That's all I wanted - a simple explanation. I could
have been content after that.
Anyway, my torture was ended prematurely hy agroup of cashier's office employees who filtered
out into the crowd with empty boxes and envelopes.
People who had checks, or a zero balance, could leave
their hills in the boxes. They must have realized that at
6:30 p.rn., with the hallway still full, they were going to
be there until at least 8 unless theydid something.
How brilliant.
so, at least six hourslate, they finally allowed stu-dents to drop off their bills. I understand that there
were probably reasons why the cashier's office chose to
close off the drop slot, but it was done with arrogance,
attitude, and without foresight. Next time, unless you let
people know ahead of time, and you explain to them why,
just leave the damn slot open,
o
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Thank-yon
'Rolling Stone'
for making me
"cool"
by Asencion Ramirez
Opinion Editor
Editor's note: This editorial was written
while I was still living in Powell, Idaho.
The days arc t!etting shorter, 'marking the time of an annual migration,my migration out of the North-Central Idaho's woodlands and back to
the halls of acadcme. This summer, besides the usual financial aid home-
work; i.c. W-.2s, I040s, and WD-40s, I've got a three foot stack of horne-
work that needs to be read. This "homework" probably _ nix that _ dcfi-
nitely won't help me academically, but I'm hoping to-score points socially.
Every summer, for the past three years, J' have traveled to the remotestreaches of Idaho to work in a National Forest. How remote is my
work station? Well, horror of horrors, I can't get cable and the aerial antenna
only brings in one T.V. station, two if you count CBS, both out of the boom-
ing metropolis of Missoula, Montana.
A nd as if that weren't torture, I was also forced to endure Missoula
~adio. That puts two radio stations, four if you count the country sta-
tions, on the airwaves. One station, ZIOO, proudly claims to be "Missoula's
Best Rock." What the "Z" conveniently neglects to mention is that they are,
in fact, Missoula's only rock.so, where am I left after being bombarded by all this pro-Montana pro-paganda? Upon returning to school I find myself 'out of the loop,'
uninformed and unable to copc our rapidly changing world, sort of.
That will not happen at the end of this summer, however, because I will, do my homework. The three-foot stack of homework is every single
issue of "Rolling Stone" from the last three years.
Oh yes, Iwill be hip this year. I'm sure of it, because I've seen"Rolling Stone" at work. My crew boss, Dave, has moved from
wearing white high-top sneakers to sleek black athletic shoes. He's gone
from looking like the old-school James Hctficld of Metallica to more like
Dexter Holland of the Offspring. Me, I'm shooting for Zach de la Rocha of
Rage Against the Machine fame.
you sec, "Rolling Stone" has the uncanny ability of drawing out all
things cool. Its writers seck out coolness, declare coolness, and on
occasion declare uncoolncss and they make no secret about it either. If you
doubt what I'm saying pick up any copy of the magazine and flip to the last
page. There, in a simple graphical layout you will find the coolest music of
the moment, i.e. the Bill Board Top Twenty. Using rudimentary deductive
skills anyone can figure out what album to huy, and if they've bought the
wrong album. Admittedly, I've been cooler, As a freshmen not a week went
by when I 'didn't own at least five of the albums in the top twenty.
"Rolling Stone" doesn't stop with music though. They talk up television,
politics, society and film, giving advice on all the important things in life
and even how to look good too.
The people of "Rolling Stone" sure are nice to offer up such a greatservice. They're direct about it too, no pussy-footing around for these
guys. One issue professes to know the 200 greatest rock and roll albums
ever. A quick inventory of my stock revealed that Iowned only two of them,
a situation that requires a rapid remedy. Another issue proudly issues this
command: "What to watch, Where to go, Who to listen
to."
It'sfunny, but now that I think about it my mom anddad used to tell me the exact same things, but
they're not nearly as cool as "Rolling Stone." Besides,
mom and.dad don't travel the woods of North-Central
Idaho as well as the Cameron Diaz issue. That, and
they're fuddy enough to actually like Missoula.
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Ruch outlines upcoming year, emphasizes continued growth
by Kelly Millington Issues tofiace
News EdItor ,~ _--'_"--- "'-- _
Ifyou've been in Boise this summer, it was hard tomiss the "real world" BSU commercials - 3D-second
spots lauding the benefits of a BSU education. That's
exactly what President Charles Ruch wants people to per-
ceive. In his annual faculty address last week, Ruch out-
lined ways he plans to entice increased numbers of quali-
ty students and faculty to BSU, and how he wants to
develop the university as it prepares for the 21st century.
Looking back
RUCh had few negative words for the 96-97 schoolyear, calling it "the most productive year ever." He
did admit, however, that construction on the new multi-
purpose building and the stadium was a hardship for
everyone. And he added there will be more inconvenience
over the next year as officials begin to carry out the cam-
pus master plan.
One reason last year was so productive, Ruch said,was that he passed the revised discrimination code
that now includes sexual orientation with the list of other
protected groups. Five years have passed since B-GLAD
leaders first petitioned Larry Selland, then interm BSU
president, and it's taken about two years for Ruch to sign
and implement the amended code. He said he wants peo-
ple to abide by it so others will recognize "the civility of
our university."
RUCh also cited the renovation and expansion of theCanyon County campus and growth of the Distance
Learning network to ten districts as contributing tolast
year's productivity. In addition, he said, this fall, BSU will
have its 30,000 scat stadium and an Athletic Hall of Fame.
And he said he's proud to announce the opening of the food
court in the SUB which has, he was told.v'the largest Moxie
Java on the planet."
the center, and recognized it's been "the highest priority
for ASBSU leaders for the past several years and deserves
allention this year."
He wants the officials and student leaders to "revisitactual costs for the proposed structure, available
resources with current and proposed student fees, land
availability and potential construction dates." Ruch said
he would like a decision on the center this year.
RUCh then added continued implementation of themaster plan will mean the realignment of parking
fees and possibly construction of the "first of a growing
number of parking decks." He acknowledge the inconve-
nience of more construction, but called it "inevitable and
necessary if we arc to improve our campus."
The president'.s third fo.e.al point for the year will beto study the Impact of increased arts and entertain-
ment competition in the Treasure Valley. With the advent
of the Idaho center, the Bank of America Center and the
re-opening of the Union Block, Ruch says he's convening
RUCh presented four objectives he wants to reach a ~ear-Iong art~ and entertainm~n.t venues seminar thatthis school year, suggestions he's come up with to Will study the Ill~reased cornpetrtion, and how venues
h h . . such as the MOrrison Center can comoctc.otter t e university. '. -CO" "''''.'' •• _ ••• _. ••• _~ __ .''''. __ • __ ._,. •• •• _ •.• __ •• •• ._. ... • '<'_. ......._.. • ._
First, he wants to "aggressively tell BSU's story to But i.t'~ not just entertainment Ruch views as. com.-Boise and Idaho," working with officials and col- . petltJ(~n - techn~)logy ..could get the better ot. tradi-
leagues to convene a "Higher Ed Round Table" this fall. tional schooling, a~ eVI~ence.d by the newly-established
He said many "key opinion leaders" from across the state Weste~n Gov~rnor s University, He plans. to have. mem-
will sit at the table, to discuss the present and future of bel'S ot the Higher Ed Rou~d Table I?ok mto the Issue.
Idaho's higher education system. T ast, Ruch, unsure of how professors understand and
As part of this round table, Ruch said he will Luse technology in the classroom, is asking Provostexpand the Alumni Legislative Network, what he Daryl Jones and several organizations to examine the fea-
calls a fundamental voice on behalf of BSU's efforts to sibility of ~equiring all incoming, year 2000 freshman, to
lobby for higher cd. own laptop computers.
A nd Rueh will heighten the media campaign cur- "I am convinced that technology, specifically computer
rLently running so the public will sec and under- applications, is going to have an impact on teaching and
stand the contributions BSU makes to Idaho's economy learning," he said. Ruch admitted it puts long-range insti-
and quality of life. tutional planning in a difficult light, and that's why he
Next, Ruch says he'll continue to implement the wants to study whether computers should be standard.campus master plan. That includes developing the Ruch pointed out the upcoming year will he both chal-
infrastructure of the Canyon County campus, restricting lenging and rewarding. He asked faculty members to keep
the Greenbelt part of the Boise .campus to pedestrian traf- an eye on Congress and the decisions representatives will
fie only and encouraging the usc of alternative transporta- be making about funding for higher education. But he
tion. concluded BSU will continue to grow, improve and
The mas.ter plan also possil~ly in~lude~ a new student become an institution fit for educating students who will. _ . recreation center. Ruch said he s asklllg several live in the next century.
officials and student leaders to examine the feasibility of
The upcoming year has its share of issues to tackle,Ruch said. After the engineering department tin-
ished last school year with a "most successful rookie sea-
son," Ruch said the remaining step in BSU's academic
goals will be to receive accreditation as a doctoral-granti-
ng institution. '
Hethen addressed money for professors. "Due to anuneven economy, lagging tax revenues and natural
disasters," he said, "we couldn't award increased faculty
salaries." But he said this year should be different because
the 97-98 budget will support those increases. Ruch stated
raises are a top priority to the State Board of Education
and himself.
Goals to achieve
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Renovated food court promises pleasing variety
by Erin Burden
Stuff Writer
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A Imost as soon as university officials chose food supplier Fine Host over Marriott,
.L"\.the new company dug into the Student Union Building and began renovating the
food court. This closure - the second in two years - was an attempt to "raise the
quality" of the service and "create a more inviting atmosphere," explains Patti Pctitclcrc,
Fine Host's marketing manager.
Fine Host wanted to expand meal and snack options to students, and that expansionhouses gourmet sandwiches from Rapz, rotisserie cooking by Owyhee Roaster, a
larger Moxie Java, the Snake River Grill, plus a Fresh Express convenience store buill
into the already-present Pizza Hut. Fine Host also offers Pizza Hut delivery on-campus
only. .
Fine Host has also taken over and remodeled the Subway in the Education building,as well as the concession stands in the stadium and Pavilion to create cleaner areas
that offer more food varitics, The company has spent nearly $1 million in order to "raise
the level of food service," Petitclerc says, and officials have brought in corporate inven-
tions such as Owyhee Roaster and Rapz.
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-New Bookstore gives students options for-books----.·--
but head ofBSU Bookstore says he's not worried
by Kelly Millington
News Editor . -Simikm'ties and differences of the BSU Bookstore's presence include paying rent tothe SUB, which helps defray student fees. He also says
the SUB is a community center, and with the bookstore in
the middle of it, more people patronize businesses inside
the SUB. "We also support faculty and staff organiza-
tions, go to meetings, give out gift certificates and have
fundraiscrs," Barmes says. And he adds certain amounts
of bookstore profits arc returned to BSU.
T ike Barmes, Gulledge wants to become "an active
Lpart of the university community." He says he
intends to keep the bookstore in Boise "forever, as long as
you'll have us."
To celebrate its opening, Bronco College Books willgive away a television Sept. 5, and a local radio
station will be on hand, as well.
Books, software, art supplies, little necessities .' bothclaim to have it all, and the fairest prices, to boot.
It all equals competition, and it looks as though the new
Bronco College Books might have an edge on the BSU
Bookstore's monopoly. But Hervey Gulledge, Bronco's
manager, says he's not here to "have malice toward the
BSU Bookstore." He contends he's in Boise to provide
students with an alternative, and that he has the right to
do so.
Gulledge points out that, besides providing similarart, book and software supplies as the BSU
Bookstore, he runs his store in a way he considers more
customer-friendly. "There's a counter across the store," he
describes. "It's not self service - you tell employees what
books you need and they get them for you. We feel we
can get the customer in and out quicker." Without that
extra help, "it can be a jungle," he says.
Vyingfor student attention
"BSU students, now you have a choice!"
That's what Bronco College Books' radio ads pro-claim. But Bill Barmes, supervisor
of the BSU Bookstore, asserts students
will find the best deals and selection
inside the Student Union Building. He
says the university bookstore only carries
texts by wholesaler Nebraska Book
Company, and the Bronco College Books
doesn't inventory any titles sold by
Nebraska Books. Because of that, he says,
"the competition is not beating our pric-
ing."
But Gulledge refutes Barrncs' state-ment. He says he buys texts from .. ;~~<'/;:/'.
_J~£I1!~"'!ki!J3gQk_Cp.mPilD-y_;md_ahouLl~L __._:,~~;Z;,;:j
other wholesale supplies, and even though:"e"
his assortment is fairly small right now,he
plans to have a full selection by next
semester. In fact, Gulledge says, "I have
accounts with about 20 wholesalers and
will have large quantities of used text-
books."
Waging the price war
Even though Bronco College Booksposes a challenge for the BSU
Bookstore, Barmes says pricing won't
"substantially change" when it comes to .
textbooks or supplies. He docs admit,
though, the Bronco store's presence is
"going to affect ... a certain amount of our
sales." But, Barmes says "Students will
see we'll pay the highest price for their
used books."
Meanwhile, Gulledge, who empha-sizes he doesn't want to say
something bad about anyone, says he'll
pay students half of what they paid, if
their texts arc in demand for the next
semester. However, he says, "there arc
always exception to the rules."
Stemming from Florida, EdwardLcmox owns a string of bookstores,
including Bronco Books that compete
with university bookstores. The Lcmox
company also owns the Lemox Wholesale
branch, another source Gulledge uses for
textbooks. Gulledge has worked for.
Lemox about ten years, and moved from
Florida to operate the new store. He says
he'll match the BSU Bookstore's hours,
and "if people come knocking on my
door," he'll remain open as often as ncccs-
~~ .
Gulledge only hires BSU students,and during peak rushes, he
employs 20 to 25 students temporarily.
Jfficials at the BSU Bookstore also rely
in students to work for them.
Both the bookstores want to be active presences inthe BSU community. Bill Barmes says examples
{ Introducing Student Banking 101 }
Now that school's started and you're getting used to your roommate's bizarre sleep habits, perhaps it's time to get your finances
in order. Which is why Bank of America is introducing Student Banking 101. It's a great checking account package that lets you
have convenient access to your money (or lack thereof) 24 hours a day, seven days a week. This is how it works: come in to any
BofA branch and sign up for any personal checking account and you'll get up to 200 free checks, a free ATM card, and last but
not least - a free T-shirt. We'll do everything we can to make your financial.life easier - except ask your parents for more money.
m Bank of America
Boise Capitol Branch • 2BO S. Capitol Blvd. • (20BJ 3B7-2001
Boise Towne Square Branch. 421N. Cole Road. 120B) 323-B700
12th & Main Branch. 1200 Main Street. 120BJ 3B7-20BO
See branch for complete details and rules of account. T-shirts available with all new personal student checking accounts opened at selected branches while supplies last -.Offer available in Idaho through October 24. 1997.
·01997 Bank of Americ a, Member FDIC
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Several l ~
grads ~.
--accepted to Take those
medical problems to
schools a conflict
resolution
workshopSix 1997.BSU grad-uates have been
accepted into medical or
dental school this fall.
Each student' hopes to
practice in Idaho or the
Northwest.
Sean Amsbaugh ofWallace has been
accepted at the Medical
College of Wisconsin.
While at BSU,
Amsbaugh majored in
radiological science and
was nominated as a Top
Terr Scholar. He wants to
specialize in family
medicine,
Christe Bruderlinof Boise will be
attending the University
of Washington. She
earned her masters of
scienee in interdiscipli-
nary studies while at
BSU. Bruderlin's med-
ical focus will be in
obstetrics and gynecolo-
gy, and she would like to
practice in the Boise
area,
Matt Mclaughlin,Caldwell, has '
been accepted to the
University of Health
Science College of
Osteopathic Medicine in
Kansas City, MO.
McLaughlin played foot-
ball for BSU from 1988
to 1992 and graduated
with a history degree in
1993. He returned and
graduated in 1997 with a '
biology degree.
Peter Morey, Boise,has been accepted
at the University of
Washington. While at
BSU, he majored in psy-
chology and earned a
minor in chemistry.
Morey plans to practice
ncdicinc in Boise.
Shawn States ofBoise will also be
attending the University
of Washington this fall.
States was a health sci-
ences major at BSU and
was nominated as a Top
Ten Scholar. His medical
interests lie in immunol-
ogy, neurology or ancs-
thesiology.And Todd
Walker, Boise, has been
accepted to the
University of Minnesota,
He majored in, environ-
mental health at BSU
and wants to be an ortho-
dontist.
Social workers andother human ser-
vice professionals have
the opportunity to
enhance their conflict
resolution skills at a
one-day workshop at
BSU. The School of
Social Work will hold
the conference from 8:30
a.rn, to 4:30 p.m, Friday,
Sept. 26 in the Jordan A
Ballroom in the SUB.
Suzanne McCorkle,associate dean of
the College of Social
Sciences and Public
Affairs, leads the work-
shop. She also runs the
Office of Conflict
Management Services
'''and sp'ccIaITZ-cs'ln-l'iiicr:--
personal conflict.
McCorkle has also con-
sulted with business and
service agencies
throughout Idaho and
served as a member of
Gov. Batt's 1994 Task
Force on Alternative
Dispute Resolution in
State Government.
The workshopstresses that con-
tlict resolution skills are
increasingly important
for social workers and
professionals such as
family therapists, adult
and juvenile court work-
ers and counselors in
schools. Using these
ski lis can enhance pro-
fessional abilities, pro-
mote effective communi-
cation and is useful in
making decisions con-
cerning management and
leadership positions.
.Beeause of this, the
workshop will
help participants under-
stand collaboration and
multi-level negotiation,
develop a case-analysis
ability and understand
the advantages of con-
sensus-building.
Register by Sept.12 and cost is
$95. After that date, par-
ticipants pay $115, with
a buffet lunch and
course materials includ-
ed. All who take the
course earn six
Continuing Education
credits, and academic -
credit may be available.
Contact the School of
Social Work at 385-1568
for more information.
of undergraduate faculty
and their students.Physlcs po- Ccientists th!ough-
_____. ,... __ ._._,_.~ullhc_UJlitcd-- .., _
lessor States and Canada sub-
mit competing proposals
to the program.
Applications are then
reviewed byinternation-
al academic scientists
and experts.
receives
large national
research
grant
The Arizona-basedResearch
Corporation has awarded
Dr. Charles Hanna, an
assistant professor of
physics at BSU, a two-
year grant of 35 thou-
sand dollars. Applicants
for the grant face nation-
al competition, and
Hanna has received the
Cottrell College Science
Award for his work with
the electronic properties
of layered semiconduc-
tors.
Dis
~~ro-
ject, titled
"Multilayer
Semi-con-
ductor
Structures
in the
Quantum
, lIall
Regime," focuses on the
electronic properties of
layered semiconductors in
very large magnetic fields
at temperatures ncar
absolute zero.
Hanna saysextremes of high
magnetic fields and, low
temperatures allow sci-
entists to produce new
states of matter. These
states have some dramat-
ic and unusual proper-
ties, most notably, quani-
tized electrical resis-
tance.
Hanna began work-ing on the quan-
tum Hall effect about
four yearsago as a post-
doctoral researcher at
the IBM Watson
Research Center. He will
collaborate on this pro-
ject with Indiana
University Distinguished
Professors Allan
McDonald and Steve
Girvin, who arc world-
renowned experts on the
quantum Hall effect.
BSU undergraduate stu-
dent Dylan Haas, a
senior physics major,
will assist Hanna in his
research,
The ResearchCorporat ion is a
foundation for the
advancement of science.
Cottrell College Science
Awards support research
in astronomy, chemistry
and physics at public
and private colleges and
universities. The pro-
gram supports signifi-
cant research, which will
lead to the development.
Computer sci-
ence program
reaccredited
The nationalaccrediting com-
mission for computing
sciences has given the
seal of approval to
BSU's computer science
program. The program
has been reaccredited by
the Coinputer Science
Accreditation
Commission (CSAC) of
the Computer Sciences
Accreditation Board
(CSAB).
BSU's program isamong 151 such
programs currently
accredited by CSAC.
The computer sci-ence program was
insti 11) ted. in.J.<.l90 ·aspa rt
of the department of
mathematics and com-
puter science. Graduates
of the program arc
trained to work in areas
such as software engi-
neering or system
administration,
"We arc very pleased
to have our computer
science program reac-
credited," says Phil
Eastman, dean of the
College of Arts and
Sciences. "What it
means to the public is
that our program meets
or exceeds the same
standards that identify
the best programs in the
country."
InJune, the StateBoard of Education
approved a graduate pro-
gram in computer sci-
ence. Those courses will
be offered for the first
time this fall.
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181/2C per mlnUle
stocarcs = 52 rfIinutes..------
$20 cards = 106 minutes
Long Distance Prepaid Phone Cards
Guaranleed Servlcel • NoBusysl
Jolley's State Street Beverage· 3412 State St.
_petro West· 13 S. Latah
Hollywood Market· 1318 N. 8th St.
1010 Main Street
345-6605
http://netnow,micron,neV-bluesbou
lIVE MUSIC 7 NICHTS A WEEK!
Voted UBest Bar"
UBest Place to Dance"
"Best live Music Club"
$100 off all cover
......charges ..with.aSU-JD .. ----------
Drink Specials Sunday thru Thursday
We now have Sar-S:Q!
Shelley, 1083274
208-357-7639 COLLECT
Your biological father
has been tryi ng to
contact you for years.
Reply to:
K. Harmon
321 Elm
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Research Dynamics
"Super Sidecut"
Shaped Skis
$~ $14717
. ~....,; THURSDAYNIGHT
~~ ,,1';
wON1JlCA. ~KOFI..ACH
:!-J.~lDMDN
ASSORTED SKI BOOTS
;;00 $7988
THURSDAY NIGHT
'. ~
AMawALK
'96-'91 mode'
"FREE RIDE"
Snowboard Boots
$12999
SALE STARTS on Thursday night August 28 from 7:00 pm until 10:00 pm at Pedersen's Ski & Sports
2 Convenient Locations to Serve You BOISE TOWN SQUARE MAGIC VALLEY MALL
Boise, Idaho Twin Falls, Idaho
377-2701 733-0367
Due to the nature of this event, you must have a ticket for admittance (two tickets enclosed-one For you and one for your guest). You must put
your name and address on the ticket. Please do this in advance to seve time and hassle.
Remember: No one will be admitted without a ticket, so don't forget yours.
Sale includes All ski and snowboard equipment in the store includinq new '97-'98 merchandise. Choose From the best name brands like
Rossignol, Salomon, Nordica, Dynastar, Scott, K-2, Burton, Sims, Morrow Ek. .
Remember: You can Lay Away your riewequipment for the coming ski season at fantastic sale prices. We accept cash, check, VISA, Mastercard,
American Express or Discover Card for your down payment
--------------~---------------------------------------------,------------------------------------------------------------
ADMIT ONE - ADMIT ONE
Namc---- _ Name--- _
SPECIAL CLOSED
DOOR EXPO
Street _ Street _
City, 5T_- _
Zip _
7:00 PM TO 10:00 PM MUST PRESENT YOUR
Thursday Night Aug. 28th, 1997 TICKET SWBTO RE-ENTER
SPECIAL CLOSED
DOOR·EXPO
City, ST _
Zip _
1:00 PM TO 10:00 PM MUST PRESENTYOUR
Thursday Night Aug. 281h, 1997 TICKET STUB TO RE-ENTER
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Multi- Purpose_
Classroom facility open
for classes-
by Josh Costen
Editor in Chief
More than two years after plans were announced for anew classroom building, students will finally take
instruction in the recently completed Multi-Purpose Classroom
Facility, located between the Science-Nursing and Liberal Arts
West/Public Affairs buildings.
The 64,000 square foot, four story building was designedand built with a variety of applications in mind, ranging
from small seminar rooms, capable of seating nil more than 30
people, to the large auditorium that will hold around 170. The
building also contains a small auditorium, standard lecture
rooms, and larger rooms capable of accommodating up to (iO
people.
"We knew that we wanted
to generate a facility that
would be multi-use," baysBSlJ Architcc: Victor lloxford, who.
oversaw the building's completion. Indeed. thc new building's
classrooms will be largely open to alf departments to schedule
classes in, if the need arises. '";\nybudy who has a particular need
based on size or type of classroom, all departments could sched-
ule classes" in the building, Aside from the Physics department
occupying the fourth fluor, the building is not the specific turf of
any other department, said Hosford,
A side from merely adding classroom space, the Physics
L-\.department's move to uccupy the fourth fluor of the new
building will allow the Biology and Chemistry departments to
consolidate on the third f(oor of the Science/Nursing building.
The building was completed two weeks ahead of schcdulc..and some of the $SOO,OOOthat BSLJ kicked in to provide
the large lecture hall add-on will be left over. Hosford estimated the total cost for the building at $6.l)
million.
For now, the building's mouthfull of a name will remain as is, but Hosford implied there hadbeen some discussion of renaming the building, in order to give it a more user-friendly tag .
. Most likely, it would be dedicated to a person, and renamed after them, but that change would
require approval by the Board of Education.
Hosford, who has been an institutional architect for 40 years, said the process of getting theMulti-Purpose Classroom Facility was relatively easy. "The luxury of this building for the
university is that it's a new building from the ground up. Major renovations are always more compli-
cated. This has been one of th~ nicer ones," he said.
Hosford knows all about the rigors of renovation, His first task as the BSlJ architeet was theremodel and add-on of the SUB, and he has subsequently monitored the remodeling and ren-
ovation of the library and Canyon County Center, as well as the construction of the new day care
center and College of Technology building, among many other smaller projects.
Hosford and his staff have been busy this summer, also overseeing the remodel of the foodcourt in the SUB and the stadium expansion, Now, they are turning their attention to" I l) or
20 projects," that have recently been budgeted to a total of $1.7 million, mostly consisting of widen-
ing and improving walkways, including the Quad area. After that, crews will repave the Morrison'
Center and East Stadium parking lots.
"We can begin some implementations, and people should notice a
real change in the walkways and bicycle racks, for instance," said
Hos ford.
The Campus Master Plan also looms large in Hosford's office, asthe plan now becomes more of a reality. The most significant
changes will be made along the banks of the Boise River to the north
side of the campus, where automobile access will be limited, if not
restricted outright, and walkways will be changed.
"All of those changes, we're going to try to integrate with the Boise
city Gsccn Belt master plan." said Hosford.
·... _ ..-~_.-:-_ ....- .......-
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Why did the Group Admission Tickets for the movies increase in price?
The Student Union Info Desk is one of highest voi'ume distributors of GATs in the area.
Approximately, 5,000 tickets are sold monthly. There are other distributors in the area, such' as credit unions and
other businesses, Most of these places deal in a much lower volume. A few of the low volume outlets still have old
stock with a face value of $3.25. Some are charging $~.50 or $3.75 for these tickets. Many are now charging a service
'charge. - . .
Until February 1996, Cineplex Odeon paid their own shipping charges. The Student Union only had to absorb
the cost of paperwork and the shrinkage that comes with any retail sales business. Cineplex Odeon chose not to
increase the ticket prices but instead began charging the buyers shipping fees. In December of 1996, we were informed
that Cineplex Odeon would be raising the ticket prices to $4.00 each. We sent in two orders of 5,000 each, one week
apart. Cineplex Odeon will not allow us to purchase more than 5,000 at a time and they will not fill double orders.
We ran out of those orders in April. As was stated before, a few other small volume retailers still have old stock and
that is the reason for the cheaper prices.
As the 96/97 school year was coming to an end, the Administrationbf the Student Union took a proposal
to the Student Union Board of Governors requesting a service charge be placed on movie tickets. This charge
would help reduce the expenses associated with a nonprofit service. When the costs for the ticket service were
shown to the Board, the response was IIYes, impose the charge or the service may have to be eliminated."
The Student Union believes this to be a fair and reasonable solution as opposed to the alternative. This increase
will not completely absorb all costs related to the theatre ticket sales, but it makes the balance easier to accept. We
know that nobodywants prices to increase, but in some cases it is the only way to continue a particular service that is
in such high demand. Many people have come to use our service on a very regular basis. We extend our biggest
. "Thank you! Your business is most certainly appreciated and we hope we can continue to serve you well." To help
accommodate the many people who need more than four of one kind of theatre ticket at a time, we have increased the
maximum to six.
"We are still offering the discou~t tickets at a 34% savings over the door prices. .
1or 2 @$4.00 ea. + $ .25 or 3 or 4 @ $4,;,00ea. + $ .50 or 5 or 6 @ $4.00 ~a. + $ .~~ .
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ARN WHILE YO STUD ,III
New donors earn $20 today
($15 first visit plus $5 for student 10)
for your blood plasma donation!
Come Visit our clean facility and meet our friendly staff.
Call
338-0613
Bring friends and earn an additional
$10 per friend that donates twice,
AMERICAN BIOMEDICAL Your .ptasma
1021 Broadway saves lives!
HOURS: Tue. & Wed. 10 - 7
Fri. &.Sat. 8 - 6
\,," .
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GETTING REAL WITH DEAL
by Mary Doherty
Arts & Entertainment Editor Q' Was your rehab successful'! A
. "You heard that stuff? The Supcrsuckcrs were
great. I love gelling a chance to work with bands
like that. It's just fun for me. Who knows who I'll end up
singing with next?"
A. "Oh yeah, definitely. Very successful." Q. How is the Kelley Deal 6000 different from~i~Jiiill]ijl:I..•.•II!..:.~I•..I ~I....!.:lilililllilIlillllll anything you've ever done hefore?
.1
A;he Ih~~~~~s~l~~~~~' ~~t~:~;~~iirJj~~··~~~~'~iljl!~I~i··~~i:n~fil~:~~~~···;~1·~~I••••••••••• ••••••••••••••·.·· liii j~~~i.~~i~i!ii~i.d.~.~••·.;.~~~ ~•••••i! !.~iiJf !•••••••••••••••
didn't laugh at me, so we kept playing. He later Icft the
band because of a Yoko ana mishap. Then I met Marty
Nedich at a 12-step meeting. The rest of the guys (Nick
Hook and Steve Salett for Go to the Sugar Altar, and
Todd Johnson, Jed Luhmann, Todd Mund and Jimmy
Swan on Boom! Boom! Boom!) were all friends who
joined along the way. "I guess our 'big break' as the
Kelley Deal 6000 came when we opened for the Grifters.
I played the bass."
···········A.... "We're beginning our Northwest tour, and will
be touring up until December. I still plan on work-
ing on this band."
Q. You've often estranged your band to makecameo appearances on other releases, for exam-
ple the Scream soundtrack and the Supersuckers Must
Have Been High. Is that something you think you'll
continue to do despite progression of your own hand'!
Unfortunately, the Kelley Deal 6000 will not becoming to Boise (go figure), but you can find
Boom! Boom! Boom! in record stores this fall. I highly
recommend it ... even though it's weird .
........................................... ~ .
UNION· BLOCK REOPENS WITH DANDY CONCERT
by Mary Doherty
Arts & Entertainment Editor
homeland is macaroni hurling at Barenaked Ladies shows. The props were amply sup-
plied, boxes of the Kraft delicatessen were strategically placed alongside the stage, but
did anyone tear open p box and throw noodles at the performers? No.
A II that could be rustled up from the audience was the traditional "All we know
J-\.how to do at a concert in Boise is mosh" crowd. Maybe someday this town will
learn how to skank, or do a jig, or something besides slamming bodies together towards
the stage in angst. With that said, the Barenaked Ladies were extraordinary and to miss
them next time through Boise would be a crying ... no, a mournful wailing shame.
Opening for the Barenaked Ladies was Dog's Eye View. A few years ago theseguys made a break on the "Dumb and Dumber" soundtrack, getting dismissed as
one-hit wonders. I was actually surprised at how good they were on stage. They played a
relatively clean set with poppy tunes and songs your mother would like, but they didn't
offer much in the originality category.
Aside from a little bit of folky twinge, Dog's Eye View arc a recycled, early '90s,Toad the Wet Sprockel-without-the-song-writing-ability, REM-without-feeling
band. The vocals, the guitar and eeen drum cadences were, for the most part, ambiguous
rip-offs of American Top 40 hits. Every song ended with a traditional drum roll to a cli-
mactic last guitar strum.
The crowd was a bit reserved until the overplayed Magic 93.1 favorite "EverythingFalls Apart" was played and people started singing and screaming. Other than
that, we were all anticipating the Barenaked Ladies' appearance, which 1'1I.I)1,?ntion
again, didn't disappoint. '
Those crazy Canuks known as the Barenaked Ladies chewed up Boise and spit itout on the hard wood floor of the Union Block club downtown on August 5.
Their from-the-hip lyrics took the crowd through a myriad of rock performers, withparodies of everything from the Beastie Boys to Vanilla Ice, nearly everyone tak-
ing shots at Boise and surrounding areas in a hilariously slapstick way.
Originally from Toronto, these goofy fellas mixed a Hawaiian style of music withska and skat that left Boiseans rolling on the floor.
Ken, the accordion player, hailed Boise with his bare burnt chest from a hard day'swork "somewhere down that Boise River." This band had a fresh spontaneity that
made me giddy all night long. Heck, even the security guards were laughing and bobbing
their heads.
The anecdotal lyrics were accompanied by an upright bass, an accordion, a gui-tarist, and a percussion set consisting merely of a snare and two cymbals. I don't
know whether or not to call these guys stand-up comedians or brilliant artists. Either
way, the show was unforgettable, and the Barenaked Ladies played with skill and ease
and had a hell of a great time while they did it.
The fans seemed to love the jumpy, rcggac-csque sounds, but Boiseans missed theboat again on audience participation points. A silly tradition back in the Canadian
Entertaimnent Calendar
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Blues Bouquet_ New
Electric PeaChes
Wednesday, Auwust
Z1
Tom Grainey's-
Fluffer & Hummer
].T. Toad's- Skinny
Boy
.Memorial Stadium-
Sheryl Crow
Blues Bouquet-
Rebecca Scott
Decisionr----- __ .J
Tom Gralney's- Rebecca Scali
Decision
J.T.Toad's- We 113 -
The Interlude- Divlt & Mambo
Shakespeare Festlval- Macbeth
Ncurolux- Stich
Blues "Bouquet- Ramblers Blues Band
Bank On It
With
First Security!
• 29 ATM locations in the Boise,
Nampa, Caldwell area
• Saturday banking from
9:30 - 2:00 p.m. at the Broadway
branch
• Checking Accounts
• No annual fee" for Cash
Reserve/Overdraft Protection",
Visa" and VIsa Check Card
"Subject to application and credit approval
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Looking for Outdoor A.~venture?
~t2~:eer \11K".. ~ii;;:~;;~~-:~'t~~f~);~~~~;i r%;~~~ff: ::~if"d
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activities.. \r~>'i'~ .~. '.'~.'Ooutpspidoer{l~u..'~n·.~I,:t9y··..•...;.:~••.r · .:uXrp·~I•••oPt.leB.••..: b.<.hoefwellls•.•....~:.".u..•••' :~h~ve•.· .co$u§tf'.s·~lddeenrststhe gym located oli eaniPq.§;!2Mn$r'tl.~~t:;, climber has theThe OA,P offcrspoo,l time. for a:rsrin to'i~R!:fove' {'l ;;'F"'~ ~,I chance to meet oth~rclim~~1'!llHigliffprove in his of heron thClf kayakr2.Y:~J1gskills. TV. "~'S open" brings toget'.1H!&~~~entsinten$'teqip dip outdooSh~<:~ivi- climbing skills;Cdntil.Ctl\ltIAhWhh!i~y at 345-9340 for
for rolling session%w{iliM6hday from NO. 8., ... ti9~,,~ndenvironme~(i!hcqrcerns. r.~re. y~'gulded more informaiion./@m
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Following the roll·..... a -1}0P{ 'g6m'fngn a9Ventu\~¢';grving th~,parti • C8t~ions, I.....n the pursl.lit .Of adve....n ..iUte;I.{)..· .•...· •O.· .•..••.•.k ~.)1.ntothe~e clubs and
dlers team up for kayak water polo. This ex Wi .. pver: dll$tinati·(}t~heret~go. '··.f..i\ './". the OAP to find other peoplclWfrested 10 the out-
gives kayakers the chance to work on turning, aeceler ' s b¢en an ,.Jing~ummer for the'ltHSide~;vfio do~r;;Yttl.,:lPPYTrails! . '...•·.·ij
ing and stopping inJ!ttir kayaKS. The kayak polo se~si W,
are from 7:30-8:3QWtt}\YillCOSd$R,JQIJhc rpllsessi9n and ._;.- .·.···:"III'·,· a. ..
$3 for the polo pl~y~1::<\··'~VriiMt . t!
At1h6r:~~~ ~n~~;nes.s firSJi~id '. '
course will be an
Wilderness InstittUi ~ ".,tt$9mpl, 10
of the course a sltii1' will be rec gnized' as a first aid gerous rapid into a rolling, exciting experience.
provider, This course also re-certifies Wilderness First
Aid card holders. A class fee of $125 is required. This is a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LI-stl-ngWon't Stop Idaho outlawed harvest of wild steel head afterthe 1984 fishing season. Where wild steel head
St Ih d F- h- Th- might be caught, barbless hooks are required andee ea IS Ing IS wild fish must be returned to the water immediately
I and unharmed.Fa I Idaho fisheries managers and Governor Phil Batt
often have pointed out that listing Idaho chi-
by Clinton Mill~r nook salmon under the Endangered Species Act has
Out-of.()oors Editor not helped the salmon recover and, because the caus-
es of the steel head decline are the same as for
Steelhead fishing this fall will not be affected by salmon, they do not expect .Iisti~g to ~~Ip wi.ld steel-the recent listing of wild Idaho steel head under head numbers. Improved migratIOn of JuveOlles
the Endangered Species act. downstream in the Pacific ocean is seen as the most
The federal National Marine Fisheries Service vital factor in recovering steelhead as well as(NMFS) announced August 11 that Idaho's salmon.
wild steel head would be included in its ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -.
listing of many Northweststeelheadruns ATTENTION EMPLOYEES AND FULL-TIME STUDENTS OF BSU
under the Endangered Species Act. The I I
move has long been anticipated and IS YOUR "FREE'CHECKING ACCOUNT REALLY FREE?!?
opposed by the Idaho Fish and Game _
Commission. At Capital Educators Federal Credit Union, checking(draft) accounts are free! I
"We do not expect any adverse effects I ."
on fishing opportunity in the short term. © NO mo~thly ServIce charge week (transfer funds, verify balances, cleared
If there arc negative effects, they will @ NO per item fees checks, and much, much more)
most likely come (later) as restrictions to © NO minimum balance requirement © Direct Deposit of payroll checks, etc. I
our ability 10 prod.uce and stock hatchery I © NO sUrcharge Automated Teller Machines @ VISA Check (debit) Cards (Check Guarantee,
steel head in the numbers ~n~ places we (ATM's) (24 hours / 7 days per week cash ATM, & Debit all in one card _ OAC) (VISA
need to stock them to optimize returns to availability) C edit C ds I it bl OAC)
h f h ,. F' h . Ch' f St r ar a so ava a e I
tHef~f,PkortIs.der:.W' fl~ elnes h Ie k
eve I ADDmONAL ADVANTAGES: © Insured by the National Credit Union
u a er sal. e ee we ave ta en @ Dividends are calculated daily .. .
sufficient measures to protect wild steel- . . . . Administration(NCUA), an Agency of the
h d d 'II . t' th f& t W © Access to your account through Capital Lme Federal Government, for up to ~100 000ea ,an WI con lOue ose e ,or s. e .... .p ,
will wo'rk cooperatively to correct any I (Audio Response), 24 hours a day, 7 days a I
legitimate concerns over harvest of juve-
nile. steel head in trout fisherics, but will Give us a call or stop by any one of our three office locations for more information. Our telephone numbers are
"'y ",""Iy ",;" ,"y """""""y 3774600 or, outof the Boise calling...., 1-800-223-7283. We want to be your full-service financial institJ\Iio~I
restrictions," he added. I,ClWital MAIN OFFICE 7450 Tbaaderbo1t Dr. (bf_& Cole), Boise p'I • Educators PARK CENTER 500 E.lIIgblaoo (.... to Park Suile Holol), Bobe I
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION McMILLAN 121~McMillan l{d. (by CentennialHigh Sch~l), 80*-----------_ ....
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AICTION ZONE •
PAINTBALL ....
Come play at our outdoor field
)It:....~~ ..
Close to BSU
STUDENTS
With 10 or more players, 10% off
with Student 1.0.
By reservation only!
424-0775
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J'reg"'"t?
and need help. • • .
FREE
Pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
All help is confidential and free
1-800-550-4900
. 2419 W. State St.
Boise Idaho 83702
342-1898
1406 E. 1st. St.
Meridian Idaho 83642
888-6521
I~~<:}"Ii ~1U
ORIENTAL
EXPRESS
WE SERVE LUNCH AND DINNER
Dire In or can:y CUt
'lb Cb Q:l:::Ers: Gill. incr FeR in
• B;g R:l1l • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• $ .B 5
• Hot Chicken wirg'l •••••••••••••••••••••• 2.9 5
· Te:yaki 01ida1 ...... . • .. . • .. .. . .. • .. ... 3.9 5
• &.eEl; & s:ur Pak .••.•.•••..•...•...•..• 3.9 5
· I:l:Itmtic BB" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 15 0
• liTp:I:t B;a: 2.25
'I'e1fI:h:m (J) 8) 3:15-8 868
FeR (2) 8) 3i 5-8 848
1~~ ~~~,::;:~~~
GET A GRIP!
On Your Future!
Mortgage Payments from $451.30*
Non-Married Co-Borrowers OK
Zen! and Low Down Programs Available!
Call JOHN EMERY at 375-7725
ID. for details! @
Real Estate Marketing, Inc. =-=:
·OAC. APR 5.075% lHA 2/1 Buydown, $2500 down payment, Sales Price of
$85.000, Effective 4/1/97 - Rates, Fees and Availability of homes and lots
subject to change without notice.v.v·········•••••••••~v.T.R.U.E.
Department Store Outlet
Everything is 60% - 80% below retail
T.R.U.B. buys name brand merchandise direct from the
major, upscale department stores all across the country.
We are a true outlet, everything in the store has been deeply
discounted.
Huge savings on brand names like Liz Claiborne, Kasper,
Guess, I.N.C., Ralph Lauren, Carole Little Anne Klein, Calvin
C1ein, Adrienne Vrttadini, Jennifer Moore and many more.
2'.R.U.B. QUlIlity ~ 2'.R.U.B. Savings - 2'.R.U.B. OUtlet
331 N Milwaukee. Boise, Westpark Town Plaza,
. between Ross & PacificUnen
321-9694,Mon· Frl 10 - 9, Sat 10·7.....•......~ .........•.
BSU STUDENTS
We also have a
great selection of
ACTION FIGURES
Spawn, Star Wars
and more!
As a member of the Idaho
Anny National Guard you
could receive $300 a month,
have up to $10,000 in student
loans repaid and get 12 credit
hours of tuition paid Call:- /
181/2Cperm,nUIO
$10 cards = 52 minutes
$20 cards = 106 minutes
Long Distance Prepaid Phone Cards
Guaranleed Servlcel • No BUSlISl
Jolley's State Street Beverage' 3412 State St.
Petro West· 13 S. Latah
Hollywood Market· 1318 N. 8th St.
SFCMaxeyor
SSG FonIria
an-f218 IDAHO-
with fast-growing company
Hours: 3:30pm to 10:00pm; shifts vary;
weekends available, too.
Marketing Research phone interviewing with
Idaho's largest Marketing Research company
No selling - EVERl
$6.75/ hour
.Clearwater
I
Res ear c h, I nc .
Call 376-3376 ext 254
Sale Dates: August 27 - Sept. 3
180 N. 8th St. Downtown • 343-9130
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
...... ~'~- - ,.. ,
.' ~
-' \.
~.
Gary Fisher
HOO KOOE KOO
Reg. $749.99
Sale $649.99
* All 96-97 bikes clearance priced
* Ask about our student discount card!
* Locks, lights and racks all on sale
M - F 10 - 7
Sat. 10 - 5
Closed Labor Day
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1997 Big West Football Preview
by Terry Christensen
Spar" {-di/or
On July 2--1-25. members of the HlgWest Conference, its media alld
football coaches gathered together to play
and rilk about two thl!lgs: the Sports
Humanitarian Bowl, and the upcoming
ft)ot!)all season. After lunch on Friday. one
conclusion had become clear - Nevada is
the ream to beat this season. Accordiru: to
the polls of coaches and media, Nevada
was number one, followedby Utah State.
North Texas. Idaho, Boise State and New
Mexico State. Here's what to look f"ot
from your favorite team:
NEVADA: Head coach Jeff Tisdel
feels excited and rightfully so. His
quarterback John Dutton is being likened
to a young Roman Gabriel. The offense
has seven returning starters and figures to
score a lot of points. Dullon completed
222 of 334 passes for 2,750 yards and 22
touchdowns. His quarterhack rating of
153.77 was good for fifth in the nation.
Receivers Damond Wilkins and Geoffrev
Noisy combined for 212 catches and 13
touchdowns. Chris Lemon had 867 yards
rushing, for the pass happv offense.
Lemon averaged 21.<) yards per return on
the special teams. With an average of 527
yards per game, Nevada was the most pro-
lific offense in the nation in 1996.
With much of the attention going tothe offense. the icndcncy is tt,
overlook a good defense Led by NFl
prospect Deshone Myles al linebacker. the
Wolfpuck D could be as <rrong as their
offense. Myles has 3li6 career tackles.
number one on the all-time Wolfpack
tackles list. Mostly unnoticed, except hy
'opponents. is defensive tackle James
Cannida who led the team with ten sacks
in '96. The weak spot on the defense
comes at the secondary. The only starter
returning is Don Morgan. He will have to
help guide JC transfers and inexperienced
freshman and sophomores.
Special teams arc led by placekickerDamon Shea who set a Wolfpack
single season scoring record of 115 points.
Shea missed one PAT and two field goals
last season. Jason Mclean is the punter.
He averaged 40 yards a boot, and Morgan
is the punt returner with 435 yards on 36
returns and one touchdown.
Nevada is loaded with a ton ofweapons. Their non-conference
schedule is tough, with games against
Colorado State, Oregon, and Wyoming.
However, their conference schedule is
favorable. They go on the road twice, at
Boise State, and New Mexico State. To
beat Nevada will require a super effort
from the defense, and ball controlling
offense.
UTAH STATE: Sharing the BigWest Conference championship
with Nevada last year. Utah State would
like to take the whole thing this year. The
Aggics offense is led by senior Mall Sauk,
who passed for 2,489 yards while splitting
time at the quarterback position. He had
eight touchdown passes. but was picked
off 14 times. On the receiving end of
things for the Aggies is Nakia Jenkins.
Jenkins ranked fifth in the nation with 82
receptions. He also had 1,397 yards.
despite being the number four receiver in
the Aggie rotation. Demario Brown rushed
for 700 yards on 119 carries for a 5.9 yard
average, and scored eight touchdowns.
The true strength to the offense could be
the guys up front. Lcd by Mauricio
Jourdan (6-7 295), a first team Big West
selection, seniors Brandon Dyson (6-4
290) and Mark Rommel (6-5 312) plus
junior Ken Walls (6-4 312) make the
Aggies experienced and large enough to
open plenty of holes.
The Aggie defense was hurt by grad-uation, and in particular the loss of
linebacker David Gill who had 425 career
tackles. The defensive line should be the
key with three starters b.aek including Ben
Crosland (6-5 277) who accumulated 0.5
sacks last year. Junior free safety Johndalc
Carty (6-2 187) is big and hits hard. He
was second on the team in tackles with
138.
Speeialteanis is an area of great con-cern for the Aggies. Gone from last
year arc placekicker Micah Knorr, punter
Nathan Morreale, and punt returner Jason
Bandy. Their positions will be filled by
whoever has the best two-a-day practices.
Much like Nevada. Utah Statescores points in a hurry. Their
defense could be suspect if they have to
spend much time on the field. The Aggies
non-conference schedule include games
with BYU. Colorado State. Oregon State.
and Utah. In conference play the Aggies
will have to travel to Idaho, Nevada and
North Texas. The Aggies need to have
good games early to build confidence. If
this happens they will contend once again.
If they have difficulties early, the season
might be long.
NORTH TEXAS: The Eagles are a. confusing team. They arc picked
by the coaches and media to finish third in
the BWC, and don't have a starting quar-
terback yet. The Eagles may spend most
of the season sharing the quarterback posi-
tion with who ever has the hot hand. But
no matter who has it, the ball must end up
in Hut Allred hand's. The junior came on
strong late last season and shows no signs
of letting up. Allred ran for 100+ yards in
each of the last four games for North
Texas.The offense will need to find a way
to get the ball to returning receivers Tubby
Coleman. Kendrick Hollie and Bo
Harrison. They are experienced and quick
receivers that can make things happen on
the field.
UNT's defense wax it's strength lastyear, and looks tn he the same
again this year. Ron Riley and Dhati
Lewis are nne of the top secondary
tandems in the Big West. Riley had 70
tackles to finish third on the team, while
Lewis finished fourth with 64. Linebacker
Benny Cherry was a first team All-Big
\Vest selection in 1996, finishing fifth on
the on the team with 63 tackles. This
defense knows how to shut down oppo-
nents when it counts.
Both the placekicker and punterspots arc open tor the Eagles. The
returner position is solid with Tubby
Coleman handling both chores for UNT.
He had::3 kickoff returns for --158 yards,
a\craging. ::0 yards a return. Coleman
checked in with ::7 punt returns for 200
yards and a"7.--1average.
Head coach \falt Simon has somekey question marks on his team. If
newcomers and JC transfers can fill the
voids. North Texas could finish above
.500 for the season. Their non-conference
has games against Army. Oregon State, in-
state rivals Texas A&M. Texas Tech and
Vanderbilt. At home the Eagles will play
Boise State and Utah State. On the road
the task is harder with visits to Idaho.
Nevada and New Mexico State.
IDAHO: The Vandals have alwaysbeen strong at the quarterback posi-
tion, and this year is no different. Brian
Brennan will lead what should be another
potent offense. The senior who spent most
of the last two seasons on the injury list,
hopes to return to the form he showed as a
true freshman. Helping to share a great
part of the offense with Brennan is senior
Joel Thomas. Thomas led the Vandals
with 1,148 yards in 1996. He needs 1,079
yards to pass Sheridan May for the nurn-
her one spot on the all-time Idaho rushing
list. When the Vandals arc throwing the
ball, the main target will he first-team AIl-
Big West wide receiver Antonio Wilson.
He finished last season with 65 receptions
for 1,203 yards and seven touchdowns.
The Vandals will have to find a replace-
ment at the number two receiver slot for
the departed Robert Scott who left for the
greener pastures of Utah State. The offen-
sive line graduated three of five starters,
leaving Bill Verdonk (6-3 270) and
Crosby Tajan (6-5285) to guide the line.
Inthe pass happy Big West, Idahofeels good about returning all four
starters in the secondary. Free safety
Bryson Gardner led the secondary with 67
tackles last season. He also hadtwo inter-
ceptions. Gardner is joined by seniors
Arnold Gunn, Ryan McGinnis and junior
Kevin Hill. Linebackers lost the number
two all-time Idaho tackler: Jason Shell.
Junior Ryan Skinner will he called on to
fill the shoes vacated hy Shell. On the out-
side Whitncy Mayer was the fourth lead-
ing tackler last year. and Matt .Iasik
patrols the opposite side. Defensive line
will he lead by four-year starter Tim
Wilson who finished with seven sacks.
The special teams arc led by punterMike O'Neal. The senior averaged
37 yards a punt last season. The battle to
replace placekicker Troy Scott will be
decided by the end of training camp.
Idaho will be good on offense, andquestionable on defense. The sec-
ondary looks to shine and will have a big
role in run support for the Vandal defense.
The offense will help the defense with
their ability to score points. Idaho has the
easiest of non-conference schedules
amongst the Big West teams. Road games
include Air Force, Central Florida, and
Idaho State. Home contests arc versus
Portland State and UC Davis. Staying
focused carlyon could be tough, if the
Vandals lose sight of their goal, they could
be snake-bitten.
BOISE STATE: Houston NUll is oneof two new head coaches in the Big
West Conference this season. He too
inherits a team with a great deal of ques-
tion marks. One question that seems to be
answered is the starting quarterback posi-
tion. Nate Sparks is a JC transfer from
Bakersfield. California. As a starter. his
team went 18-1 over the past two years,
with Sparks completing 149 of 282 passes
for 2,663 yards and 36 touchdowns. The
number two spot will be a bailie involving
freshman Bart Hendricks and Rafc Hewett
plus sophomore Bryan Harsin. All have
shown great potential and may sec time
later in the season.
When the ball is in the air, look forTony Marnaril and Rodney Smith
at the other end. Mamaril is the only expe-
rienced wide-out from last year. He had 19
receptions for 166 yards. S~lith is a JC
transfer from Northeastern Oklahoma
A&M. Newcomer Shaunard Harts.
Antwain Wilson and Corey Nelson should
help to provide depth. Tight end features
former local prep star Jim Brekke. He fin-
ished last year with 13 receptions for 119
yards. Backing up Brekke should be JC
transfer Brad Arbon from Eastern Arizona
College.
Senior Reggie Etheridge will be thetailback. BSU's leading rusher from
a year ago gained 811 yards on 206 carries
for a 3.9 average and five touchdowns.
Nicko Tatum saw action from last year
during his freshman season and should get
carries again this year. He had 141 yards
on 35 rushes for a 4 yard average. Other
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tailbacks
include JC transfer Roderick
Brown, sophomore Davy Malay thong and
freshman Zach Lawrence. Junior Jesse
Chan should be the starting fullback, but
Eron Hurley, another junior will also get a
few plays.
The offensive line is thestrength of this years team.
The tackle positions are held by
senior Jermaine Belin (6-4325),
and sophomore Keith Dilworth
(6-4310). The guards should be
sophomores Ryan Groneman (6-1
305) and Jeremy Mankins (6-4
324). Joey Horvat is the anchor of
the line at center. Other lineman
include: Josh Alvarez, Scott
Butticc, Greg Klum, Derek Olley,
Jarrad Renner and Joe Sarcinella.
Defense is a big concern for. the Broncos, with a lot of
youth leading the way. Jeff Davis
is a two year starter at free safety,
he is joined by Ross Farris and
Jason Payne at the cornerback
slots. BSU added two big JC
transfers to the secondary: Andre'
Griffin (6-3 215) and Isaac
" Henderson (6-3 200). Two defen-
,'. sive backs have moved to the
'linebacking corp: Ryan Brinkley
.and Kevin Chiles. Brinkley will
.; like move to the "Whip" position
'. and Chiles to the "Rover" position.
"j Another move has put former running
' ..~back Bryan Johnson to the inside line-
:}backer. Ty Dayton is a JC transfer from
.<:1 Shasta College in Redding, California and
. 'iwill contend for a starting spot.
"': The defensive line is returning only
'. ".~ two players, junior Jay Gibson (li-O
J275) and sophomore Jon Rydman (6-2
:)1270). Brian Steger moves from linebacker
,,(to defensive end and Chad Moore, a trans-
:',iher from Nassau Community College fig-
}J!ures at one of the tackle slots. Sophomore
. Dave Stachelski should start at defensive
end opposite Steger.
Special teams return placekickerTodd Belcastro and punter Jeff
Davis. Belcastro missed only one PAT last
season, but was only six for twelve on
field goal attempts, Davis had 74 punts for
2,853 yards and a 38.6 average, he also
placed 14 punts inside the 20 yard line.
Both return positions arc up for grabs
T
his is one of BSU's youngest teams
ever to take the field. If this team
can develop chemistry and confidence
early, they could finish above .500 on the
season. If the team doesn't mature, and
they don't catch a few breaks it could be a
season equal to last years. Nutt has plenty
ahead for him and his coaching staff, and
BSU football fans aren't always the most
patient. The non-conference schedule is
mean, with road games at Central
Michigan, Washington State and
Wisconsin. The home
games are against Cal-
State Northridge,
Louisiana Tech, and
Weber State.
The last year forBoise State football
fans has been nothing short
of a rollercoaster ride.
Former head coach Pokey
Allen lost a courageous bat-
tle to cancer. This immedi-
ately followed a season that
saw the Broncos finish with
their worst record in team his-
tory. The ride started up on a
upswing when work began on
the expansion of Bronco
Stadium from 23,000 to 30,000
seats. A peak was reached in
June when the Sports Humanitarian Bowl
was awarded to the city of Boise and
Boise State University. The game will take
place on December 29th and will feature
the Big West Champion against an at-large
opponent. The game will be broadcast
nationally on ESPN2.
NEW MEXICO STATE: The othernew coach in the Big West is Tony
Samuel. The former Nebraska Cornhusker
takes over a team that was winless in con-
ference last season. Samuel will makes
lots of changes both on offense and
defense. One area not in need of change is
running back. Junior Dcnvis Manns
returns fin what should be another block-
buster season. Manns set the conference
rookie rushing mark in '95 with 1,120
yards and followed with another record
for yards rushing in his sophomore season
with 1,086. He should also crack the top
ten in Big West career rushing yards.
Amajor difference for Manns will bethe addition of a fullback in the
backfield. That should help to clear bigger
holes for the impressive running back.
Gone from last year is starting quarterback
Chad Salisbury. He will be replaced by the
winner of Ty Houghtaling-Gregg Madsen
bailie.
'Wide receiver will be played by
three year starter Duane Gregory.
He had 68 receptions for 890 yards last
year. On the other side is David Patterson
who had 30 catches, and 580 yards in
1996. Only two starters are back on the
offensive line: George Hudson (6-4320)
BLUMRCS
Bikini Dancers
The Best
No Doubt
No Cover
and Jared Schmidt (6-6 300). The rest of
the line remains a question mark.
Defense will see changes too.Samuel coached ends and line-
backers at Nebraska and will bring much
of the same philosophy to the Aggies. The
first change he instituted was switching
from a 5-2 to a4-3. He then had the out-
side linebackers move to the down posi-
tion on the line. Enrique Ramirez and
Jerry Atkinson should be those defensive
. ends when the season starts. Ramirez led
the team last year in tackles with 56.
Jamon Johnson will also Ramirez and
Atkinson on the line. Linebacking corp is
thin with the positions up to win.
Secondary is a little more stable with Jobe
Lewis, Haran Jackson and Jeffrey
Thompson leading the way.
Special teams will see changes also,but have punter Germaine Harley
and placekicker Brad Hopkins both return-
ing. They will have to win their jobs for
the year.
W
hen Samuel first arrived in Las
Cruces, he went out to the com-
munity where his team resides. He tried to
rev spirits up about
Aggie football, and
early indications say
it is working with
250 people turning
out for a spring ball
scrimmage. Samuel
will have a tougher
job at New Mexico
State because of the
confidence he has to
restore in the com-
munity as well as
his football team.
There arc bright
. spots for him to
focus on, and to
develop a team
from. The battle
could be long, but
improvement is the
key. They will be
the kind of team
that could play the
role of spoiler in the
Big West. Manns is
a legitimate con-
tender to break the
all-time rushing
yards in the I3WC.
The Aggies have a
tough non-confer-
ence schedulewith
games at Arizona
State, New Mexico
and UTEP. Home
games arc with Cal
State Northridge
and Cal Poly S/o.
Early games arc
critical for a team
still trying to devel-
op their confidence.
This could bea great year
fin the Big West
Conference. Many
of the teams have
major opponents on
thei r non-confer-
ence schedule, and
the exposure from
those games can
only help the con-
ference. Many pre-
610 Vista • 336-4747
season pundits have said that Nevada has
a good chance of breaking into the top 25
nationall y. Some of the weaker teams
could find the season to be very long. The'
continuance of a bowl game tor the Big
West champion will keep the visibility of
the conference up as well.
The BWC would like to expand withtwo more football teams in the ncar
future. Expansion is going to be key to
helping all the teams with more' confer-
ence games.
It should be a great year.
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Bachelor of Applied Science Degree
Electronics Engineering Technology
AI nT Tech, you GIll tum your interest in electronic;
into a bachelor's degree in just three years and
help position yourself for a rewarding technical
career. With a qualified associate's degree, you
may be able to earn a bachelor's degree in ;u~ 12
months. To get started on this exciting career
path, call (208) 322-S844 and just think about
how far you could go.
ITT Technical Institute ITT
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New "stuff" in store
for home games
by Terry Christensen
SPOIls Editor
There is great anticipation in the air about this
year's football team at Boise State University. This
was made clear when 300 fans turned out to watch the
Bronco practice/scrimmage two weeks ago. The addi-
tion of 7,000 more scats and a bowl game in
December prompted the promotions department to
spice up the flavor of home games.
Deborah Schultheis is the new director of pro-motions for Bronco athletics and she has plen-
ty in store for fans this year. The slogan "30,000 for
the 30" will help kickoff the completed expansion of
Bronco Stadium. Besides the traditional ribbon cutting
ceremony, there will be music, sky divers, smoke, fire-
works and a couple of other surprises. "We want to
create a fun, festive atrr.osphere that the whole family
will enjoy participating in." Schultheis says.
Inaddition to these events, KIYI Channel 6sportscaster Dave Tester has formed the "NUll
Zone." KIYI will be passing out pictures of Tester to
wear as masks. I'hc masks will be given to the fans
who sit in the south end zone scats.
Besides these event, the athletic departmentwants to make it easier on fans' wallets. Scats
in the expanded part of the stadium will be on sale for
$6.00. Normal price for these tickets is $13.00. '
This season's focus of the promoti~1I1d~~artmentwill be to make the events more fan-friendly.
There will be special promotions with all the sports on
campus. Schultheis says" the excitement explodes on
August 30th. Come join the fun."
I I
by Dan Robbins
Stoff Writer
Intramural Registration
Starts Today for:
~l~G ~OOT~~ll
DivJ.sions: Hen
Women
CO-Rae
A, B,C
Open
Open
A,B, C
Open
A, B, C
_ .... _ -h
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Playtime for
intramurals
Terry Christensen
Sports Editor
· ,.
·.BSU RECREATION
DivJ.sions:, Hen
WOmen
$10
Pokey Allen's
Autoboigraphy Set For
Release
The last thin? a co.lle¥e student ,,;ants tohear about III their first week of school
is more registration. When it is about intramu-Por those interested in learning more about the life of for- rals, cars tend to perk up, though. The intra-mer Boise State head football coach Pokey Allen, a book mural department will once again have a ton of
that chronicles his life is about to be released. The book, sports for the students, faculty, staff and alumni
POKEY: The Good Fight, provides a biography chronicling the who have a current BSU 10. The sports avail-
life of the late Pokey Allen. The book will be available at book- able in the fall include: tennis, sandvolleyball,
stores sometime in late August. flag-football, golf tournament, bowling, 8-ball
The book explores the life of Pokey Allen, from his chi~d- pool, indoor soccer, volleyball, three player b-hood days as a star athlete in Missoula, Montana, to his ball and wallyball. Special events for the week
football playing career at the University of Utah Allen talks of homecoming arc: punt-pass-kick, three play-
about his MYP performance in the 1964 Liberty Bowl. er basketball and a chili cookoff.
The book also details Allen's days as a pro football player For more information about these events,and coach in Canada, and hisycars-as--anilssistant-etlaeh- ---- - ·contact the Intramural office-at 385-1131
at Cal-Berkley, Montana, and E~stern Washington Univerities. or stop by their office at PY 1510 (in between
The book then goes into his trials and tribulations as an assis- the tennis courts and Pavilion Entrance #3).
tant coach in the now-defunct USFL, where he coached against The sports staff at the Arbiter, with the help of
popular athletes such Steve Young, Jim Kelly and Herschel the intramural staff, will be providing weekly
Walker, scores and standings to keep you informed.
The book then deals with Pokey as a head coachat Portland and Boise State Universities, and
the tremendous success of his teams at those two
schools.
And lastly, the hook ~etails the emo.tions andpain that Pokey suffered through from the
time he found out he had cancer to the days immedi-
ately before his death. The book, published by
Bootleg Books of Boise, can be purchased for $14.95
and will be available at most area bookstores.
'l'eam Fee:
\.
DivJ.sions: Co-Rec:
'l'eam Fee: $10
CHPJHIN COMICS
cDmlcs • cards • games PD.lers • toys • randy
We also have TY Beanies, Manga,
Sports Cards, and more!
BOISE'S NEWEST & BEST COLLECTIBLES STOREl
111 Broadway #135
336-2333
••••••••••••••••••••'.••••••••••••••••••••
SIGN·UP: PAVILION J 5 J 0
For questions, call 385-1131
Individual registrations will be accepted for all team sports.
, Registration ends Septemher 3 .
•
OfFICIALS NEEDED'
Tonffootball, soccer, basketball or softball.
(ometoPVl 510 for application
Pay Rate $5 • 7/hr.
•
• •
UPCOMING EVENTS
Registration Period
Sept. 3 - Sept. 10
Od.l- Od.8
Event
GoH Tournament
Homecoming Punt-Pass-Kick
--,+' •• ".~ >, , :".';.\ ~-:. ", ' '.
WEDNESDAt'AUGUSt 21,.1997
LIVE MU9rCI
Friday, Sept 5fh
ETOUFEE
Wednesday, gept IOfh
Elizabeth Blinn &
Rex Miller
Wednesday, Sept 17fh
Jim Fishwild
-- WEEKENDS TOO! Fri. & 9af. gepf 19& 20
AT THf INTfRlUDE w':::::2::
..., "...----BAR-&-GRILL-~-w~:::ld· - ....
213 N. 8fh Sfreef Greg Martinez
Downtown Boise Fri. & 9af. Ocfober 3rd & 4fhRockin' Hippies
TEMPEST Preorders
Now Being Taken
$20 deposit gets you a 25%
discount on a box of Tempest
WE'VE GOT GRAB BAGS!* For $1.00 you get at least 4 commons and
an uncommon. But you have a chance of
pulling a rare instead of an uncommon or a
chance of winning one of the large prizes.
The big prize this time is a box of 5th Ed.* Come join our Club and receive 5 grab bags
plus 10% off new gaming merchandise and.
50% off cash prices in collectible games
trade books (cash purchase only, limited
items excluded).
* Come Join In The Funlll
ATIENTION:
STAR WARS FANS
We carry a large selection of
Star Wars memorabilia,
collectible cards and card game.
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Ask for Eric or Call 853-0803
MAGIC DRAGON
3015 W. State St. Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 345-7118
GOING OUT OF YOUR
MIND WITH FEES?
NOFEEATM
24-hour access to your cash
200 N. 4th
650 W. State
10990 Fairview •
.. IDAHO
'·<:CENTRAL
. .. ,... CREDIT UNION'
MeU SPORTS· MeU SPORTS. MeU SPORTS.· MeU SPORTS. Me
LABOR DAY ·· •• ,·
SALE! ·· •• ··
Thursday, August 28th .~
through •• ,· Monday, September 1st
-
G/.
>
c
o
-
Downtown Store Highland Store
~ * All Shoes 10·60% Off-*Backpacking-Gear 25% Off* Inline Skates 20·50% Off* Rental Bikes, Child Trailers,
Ralls & More!!* Summer Clbthing 30-50%
Off• * Thule Rack Systems 10%
• Off* Entire Store At Least
1O'Yo Off* Check out our
North Face
Summit
Shop·•
•.
Downtown
822 W. Jefferson
342·7734
WE ARE SPORTS.
Highlands •
2314 Bogus Basin Rd. ~
336·2300... ... ...
~
Ormingrts
. presents
Lula Washington
Dance Theatre
'. Saturday
September 13. 1997. .
Special Events Center
8:00p.m.
Tickers available ~t Select-a-Sear
Prices $10 general, $5 students
TIn .... ent b I\4lport8d n port wtfho ~ PIO\IIdod by the WooIom Stot ..
Idaho~~':.ond -. ~,:--
!he Notloncl Endowment fOr !he Am,
.0 CCl-IpOnSO(ed by BSU Arblt ...
For Info can 385-1448
TTY385-1024
hlfp:/Iunlon.lcbsu.edJ
.' ...'-.... - ... ---- ~ .. .i "'. "', ,. " ... ,". ,; .• ~" " a ~ . . ,.. ~ - ~ t .. 11 ,-
- ........ iii .. -:;:," ..; ..
- ..
·•·
·•
·•
..
·classifieds
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Receptionist for Idaho
Conservation League. Data
entry and clerical work. $6-
$7 DOE. 15 hrs. week. e-n
Pet r ina 3 4 5 -6 9 3 3 .
Part-time wait staff needed.
Nights, flexible hou rs. Apply
at Westy's Garden Lanes.
5504 w. Alworth.
STUDENT WORK- Part
openings, flexible hours, no
experience required training
provided. Scholarships
available. $9.50 to start.
Call Mon-Wed only, 11-2pm.
ph:385-0584.
PEER ADVISOR NEEDED-
Applications available in
B 11 7 '0 r con t act Mid g eat
385-3859.- DEADLINE
9/12/97
Services
SCHMOOZE OR LOSE!
PHILADELPHIA MUSIC CON-
FERENCE
November 5-8
HUGE MUSIC INDUSTRY PRES-
ENCE
Learn from the biggest
names in the industry,
see the best live music, get
on the PMC CD Register NOW
Call (215) 587-9550 for info
or in fo@gopmc.com
flexible hours, starting pay
Po w e r Re a d works!!
$6/hr, 20hrs/wk. Position is
Dramatically increase your
for COBE, non-business .
.' rea din g s pee dan d com p r e-
majors encouraged to apply.. .
h e n s io n , learn effective
I~'
Employment
A.S.A.P-International firm
exploding in area. Looking
for qual i t y people to aid in
expansion. Full training pro-
v ide d. 3 95 - 0 2 0 7
SPORTS MINDED- Looking
for competi tive leaders who
want to achieve an above
average lifestyle. Start now.
395-0207.
ACT NOW- Seeking 3
dynamic. people oriented
individuals to help expand
Parkcenter office. 343-0336
HOUSEKEEPER/NANNY: 2-4
hours per day, 3-5 days per
week. Pay negotiable. Must
have own transportation,
refs. 4 kids, nice home, close
to BSU. 345-6101
study and memory skills.
Spend less time studying
while getting better grades
with this PROVEN method.
Call for an assessment of
your current reading level,
and see what a difference
PowerRead can make for
you! new classes forming.
Guaranteed results. 345 -
1 5 1 3
Financial Aid.
GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! GREAT OPPORTU-
N1TY. $$$ CASH FOR
COLLEGE $$$. FOR INFO:
1-800-532-8890.
••••••••••••••••••••
-.-
Unlimited Hours!*
1 Email Account
5MB Space for Web Pages
Full Fall Semester
Limited Time Offer
$60 + $10 Set-u p
In
G)
CJ.-
~
CI)
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.~c
-::s
~..:sa
en
CD
~_.
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UJ
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Surf-n- TOSSTMis aneasy-to-use
Internet access system for students
and employees of Boise State
University. Three low cost
usage plans, ($3, $9 and
$18 per month) allow
you flexible Internet
access based on
your needs.
The Surf-n- Toss System is available
throughout the region: you can use
your account anywhere Micron
Surf-n-Cash ™ is
electronic cash
purchased in $36
increments. Payment
for online services is
The system includes
our fully licensed
Net.Now!TM Internet access
software to get on line, send
email, explore the World Wide Web,
download files, or participate in
online discussion groups. You'll get
RELIABLEaccess anytime, any
day.
Each Surf-n- Toss account includes
one email address and one megabyte
of storage for your personal Web
site. This system operates on a pre-
payment method just like long
distance phone calling cards: no
credit card is required. The system
puts you in control of your Internet
use and the associated cost.
Visit the BSU Bookstore and pick up
yourSurf-n- Toss Internet Access
System and a brochure detailing how
the system works.
~
368--5400
01997 Micron Internet Services.
A division or Micron Technology, Inc.
'w
. IMy favorite cable1V ~e":o,ksare' j F.aX 424 -0187
I . t
. ! Drawing to be held Sept. 5, 1997 . .iwww.lemoxbooks.comL ~
..-a-
. . WEDNESDA't .AUGIJST,.21,1997- -"-." -.-'",' .. ,." -.'.
Havin, TroubleStretchinf
vour Book ~\
allowance? ji:~'
. ~
f' .'
PAYS TOP DOLLAR
FOR YOUR
USED TEXTBOOKS! .
• ~REE..PENwifh
texfbook order /
,. .. il. ;~;: <::i:..c . '; ;~, '. •
\.. ., L*" .,~. -". ';;t~'.". ,A. - Thousands of money-savino
.~ . <0'::.<::"" .. "''' •.. ~.:.,:.:.::.:::;:.~ .• .JJii!!:.' ~
.>""",,'.' ' .....' '..... used textbooks
\~~1.4;>,;,,/:•• ;)' -10% discount on ~rt supplies
. - School supplies, calculators;
educationallv priced software, Jansport hackpacks.
- Check out our web site·& reserve vour texthooks online!
424-0185
